In his jacket photo, ace grill chef Chris Schlesinger has the look of Howdy Doody with a stomach full of barbecue. Its a speechless kind of look. Schlesinger, however, is not a speechless kind of guy. Starting with the motto, Brown food tastes better, Schlesinger and his writing partner, John Willoughby, show the reader exactly why that is. The ride lasts nearly 400 pages. Its hard to imagine a pre-Thrill of the Grill time in American culinary life, so mighty has the impact been. Its a book with a built-in virus of insidious and infecting qualities that will have even the least interested among us out at the grill, getting the fire glass-melting hot, trying a few ideas like Grilled Shrimp with Pineapple-Ancho Chile Salsa, or Grilled Chicken Rubbed with Ethiopian Berbere (hot, hot, hot), or Grilled Swordfish Steaks with Yucatan Orange-Herb Paste, or maybe Beef Heart Grilled and Marinated in the Peruvian Way (or maybe not). Actually, that right there--beef heart--is rather telling. Who else in their right minds would include grilled beef heart in their cookbook? These guys, Schlesinger in the lead, breaking trail, will go anywhere, do anything, and bring it all home to grill and eat. The sheer love of food pours off these pages--the way it tastes and feels, the way super spices fire up your nervous system, the way the juices run down your forearm and off your elbow--and thats the way it should be. Relaxed. Determined. Thrilled. And with Thrill of the Grill tucked under one arm, you are sure to have the time of your life every time you fire up your grill and start cooking. Plan on buying a couple of copies. This is one of those cookbooks that will get so grease- and sauce-splattered it will become unreadable. --Schuyler Ingle

My Personal Review:
If you are looking for inspiration from a very competent Chef this may be the only grilling book you may every need. If you cant live without your 1/4 teaspoon and divorce yourself from the result of your own hands maybe not. Chris is upfront about the use real wood and charcole. Gas fired grill can produce tasty consistant results but were is the sole? If you dare to risk the vaginese of live fire inexact time and ever changing food products
come to the light and get rid of the Mc Grill and its spawn Mc Food. Chris is a Grill God here on the Earth. As for all the other books he has written well Chris is a sinner and of the flesh and learned that writing cook books is like printing your own money. Not the worst of sins. Buy the book get out your old Webber and start cooking keep cooking as time goes buy you will stop using resipes and just cook as you have learned. Come to the fire and cook my sisters and brothers
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